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We thank Skye Wills (RC 1) for taking the time to review our manuscript. We
respond to the issues raised as indicated  below:

I commend the authors for this large and important effort and I appreciate the chance to
review this work. This is a worthy effort that should be published and shared widely.

Response 1: Thank you for taking the time to review our manuscript and we are
grateful for the positive comments.

I am very keen to explore the intersection between digital tool and expert knowledge in
soil survey. However, reading this manuscript, I found myself with some additional
questions and points of clarification needed. At numerous points, information was
provided, but out of the order the reader might expect. This is at least partially due to the
iterative nature of the project; but I found that some of the results were like part of the
methods and some of the results read like conclusions. The repetition of information might
cause a reader to skip sections and miss important pieces of information. I think with
some additional explanation and minor edits, this paper will be ready for publication.

Response 2: Thank you for the comments. We improved issues related to
redundancy, mix-up of statements in the methods, results and conclusions in the
revised manuscript. 

Please find specific comments by line number:

 Line 57: What number of profiles were used in the notable efforts referred to above
(soilgrids 1 and 2)? How many of the thousands collected were included. This information
would link the two parts of the intro – soil maps and soil profile collection.

Response 3: During legacy data collection campaign, over 20,000 profile data
were collated (line 107). However, 14,742 profiles (Fig.4, line 265 to 267) were
georeferenced with reference soil group naming. Following exclusion of five
reference soil groups from the modelling, only 14, 681 profiles (line 112) were
used for developing Ethio-Soil Grids v 1.0. In fact, some profiles data  might 
have been dropped  during the modelling process due to lack of data values with
the corresponding covariate(s) as depicted in the confusion matrix. However, the
global soil grids (1 and 2) development is based on the Africa soil profile



database/global soil profile database in which only about 1,712 profiles (line
283) covering Ethiopia were used. These soil profile information are included in
the development of EthioSoilGrid 1.0 

Line 59: What do you mean that gridded spatial soil info is hardly available. Do you mean
they were inaccessible, hard to use, incomplete? Please be explicit in explaining why the
previous products were not adequate.

Response 4: We wanted to say that a national quantitative and spatially
continuous predicted reference soil group/soil type map does not exist. We
admit that hardly available is confusing and in the revised manuscript, it is
revised by “does not exist”. We explain why the previous products were not
adequate in lines 48 to 69, as you noticed, especially in line 64. Further, we will
revisit the statements.

Line 64: This paragraph makes more sense to me prior to the previous paragraph – to line
59.

Response 5: Thank you for this feedback. Your concern regarding line 59 will be
addressed as indicated in response 4.

Line 71: What do you mean by improved?

Response 6: We wanted to mean we will develop an improved 250m soil grid
map, which is more accurate as compared to the available global and regional
soil grids.

Line 121: this is the accuracy of the profile data. Figure 2. What is Data Ecosystem
Mapping? Does this include getting the metadata for each profile correct according to the
covariates?

Response 7: The data ecosystem sketch is an effort to summarise the efforts
involved starting from data sourcing to single standardised  database.  Data
ecosystem mapping is the activity conducted to locate which data is available
including the type of format and the level of completeness. It included getting
metadata of each profile data. Harmonization of the coordinate reference system
according to the covariate and different soil classification systems was worked
out in the  “Standardization phase” of the process.

 Line 152: Are the terrain variables used listed anywhere…………. I see I think this
paragraph is confusing as many of the details I was looking for are in the next paragraph.
I recommend creating one paragraph or a separate climate and topography paragraph.
Please list the DEM derivatives.

Response 8: All the variables including DEM variables listed in Appendix B. We
will consider creating separate paragraphs for climate and topography.

Line 176: Did you consider evaluating your covariates for correlation and limiting the
number used? Why or why not?

Response 9: We selected covariates representing the soil-forming factors based
on expert knowledge and a review of the literature. We used near zero variance
analysis to reduce variables that are not contributing to the RSG modelling and
mapping. We didn’t test covariates for correlation because we opted to include
any covariates as long as it contributes to the prediction. This is in line with the
suggestion by  Helfenstein et al (2022) who stated that Ensemble decision tree



models are robust against highly correlated data and we consider prediction
accuracy more important than model interpretability. Based on the suggestion of
the reviewer, however, we have explicitly indicated that correlation between the
covariates is not done in the analysis.  

Helfenstein, A., Mulder, V. L., Heuvelink, G. B., & Okx, J. P. (2022). Tier 4 maps of
soil pH at 25 m resolution for the Netherlands. Geoderma, 410,
115659. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2021.115659

 

Line 179: this paragraphs seems more introductory and not part of explaining your
process.

Response 10: Thank you, we revised it accordingly.

Line 194: Are you saying previous studies have used this technique? I think you could
eliminate this sentence.

Response 11: Thank you this is deleted.

Line 199: were optimized how? Is there a metric you were evaluating? Does the Caret
package give you some sort of evaluation?

Response 12: “expand.grid” function in Caret package was used  to create a set
of different tuning features while training the model. The three tuning
parameters for Ranger method in Caret package are mtry, splitrule,
min.node.size. Generally this function is used to tune the parameters in
modelling in an automated fashion, as this will automatically check all the
possible tuning parameters and return the optimized parameters on which the
model gives the best accuracy.

 Line 202: Did you state how you separated the training and testing sets and what the
‘new’ dataset is? You should define those sets, and how they were selected and used.

Response 13: The function “createDataPartition” was used to create balanced
splits of the data. As the y argument (response variable) to this function is a
factor, the random sampling occurs within each class and preserves the overall
class distribution of the data. 

Line 224: typo ‘-runto’

should have a space ‘-run to’

Response 14: Thank you. Corrected accordingly..

Line 254: Consider something more definitive and eliminate ‘the results suggest’. I think
these are straightforward results that need no wiggle words like ‘suggest’.

Response 15: We will correct it as commented.

Line 255: I am not sure the word ‘museum’ is what I would use here. Perhaps ‘display’ or
‘diversity’ is more appropriate?

Response 16: Thank you and revised accordingly.



Line 268: Is this section not part of the methods? This describes how you collected and
evaluated profiles, which is covered earlier.

Response 17: In this section, we are describing the spatial density of the new
database, which is one of the key results of this work. In doing so, we present
these results by comparing with existing and previous databases used for
developing similar soil group maps. We think these are appropriate results to be
presented in this section. Therefore, we do ask the kind understanding of the
reviewer to allow us to maintain this description as it is and where it is. 

 

Line 323: This is a great description of the setting and climate; but I think it might fit
better in the methods or introduction. Figure 6. My preference is to rename the covariates
or list the abbreviations in the figure captions. It is cumbersome for the reader to have to
toggle between this figure and an appendix.

Response 18: In this section, the effort is to explain the different covariates that
are important in predicting the soil type. In order of their importance, we tried to
explain what would be the reason why these factors are important in defining
the soil type based on our experience and existing literature. That is what and
why the climate is detailed in this section. Based on your comment, we added
the description of the variable in the caption of figure 6 for easy referencing. 

Line 357: could the low influence of lithology have anything to do with WRB class breaks
and how they intersect with the scale of parent material variability?

Response 19: It is the relative importance which is low, and may be related to
the use of a coarse-scale  and less detailed lithology map, which may not
sufficiently capture the spatial variability of the parent materials. 

Line 361: can you take mtry and the comma out of this sentence, does it still mean the
same thing?

Response 20: we revised this for clarity. It is basically mtry = 20, split rule =
extra trees and minimum node size = 5.  For better clarity, the sentence will be
revised. See also Response 12.

Line 362: Did you test the accuracy of previous maps or find other reported accuracies of
maps from the area (not just general averages)?

Response 21: We didn’t test the accuracy of previous maps rather we used the
reported accuracies from published sources.

Line 375: I am very curious what the accuracy of Global Soil Grids is using your updated
soil profiles. Without that information, it is difficult to know how successful this effort
using expert knowledge has been.

Response 22:  Here we wanted to communicate that qualitative assessment of
spatial patterns was not done for SoilGrids 2017 which considers soil type
mapping. This is to indicate similar accuracy might lead to different spatial
patterns and hence expert-based qualitative evaluation is of paramount
importance.  

Line 401: the portion of this paragraph dealing with landscapes/top-sequeces belongs with
the paragraph below (line 409) focused on topo-sequences.



Response 23: Thank you for the observation, this is revised accordingly. 

Line 426: Are the soil qualities (I think you mean properties) transitional or are the
covariates transitional (or both?).

Response 24: yes properties, properties transitional implies it is because of the
covariates/soil forming factors and hence we can say both.

 Line 441: I think this is an ‘and’ not a ‘but’. Did you consider adjusting you training
dataset for more balanced set of soil profiles?

Response 25: For randomly sampling and splitting the dataset into training and
testing set, we tried different set.seed values to ensure inclusion of each RSGs in
both splitted sets and better accuracy. See also Response 13

Line 445: this paragraph read very much like a concluding statement, was that the
intention?

Response 26: Thank you - we have revised accordingly. Some parts of this
paragraph are revised and maintained there. The other descriptions which look
like conclusions are taken to the conclusion section.

Line 458 – Section 458. It would be much more powerful to compare the expert
evaluation of this map vs. the expert evaluation of previous maps. Was any re-evaluation
done after re-running the model. Did the output from the tests change throughout the
process? Were the scales used to evaluate by experts useful to the scale of your model?

Response 27: After re-running the model, about ten soil scientists and geospatial
experts re-evaluate the output using 20-25 districts. Further, the geospatial and
soil experts checked the raster map of the RSGs in GIS environment to ensure
areas with no concern before re-running the model are kept the same or changes
are acceptable. The quality of input data (profile data, covariates, mask layer)
was assessed to improve the overall accuracy. As a general working norm, the
expert’s qualitative assessment was set to consider the representation of
mappable soil types at the target resolution/scale.  
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